Plant maintenance is an important issue for the quarry manager and it is critical that it is planned and not reactive. Lew Dilkes advises that careful decision making will ensure the most cost-effective approach to obtaining the best short and long term outcomes.

Crusher wear liner replacement is probably one of the most important areas and decisions here can have a significant influence on the cost per tonne produced. When decision time comes to buy replacement manganese steel wear liners for your crusher, it is important to look beyond the part number in the manual. To ensure you will be getting the best liner profile option for your plant, and a quality product that will perform without premature failure or damage to your crusher, the quarry manager should consider the following points and ask the relevant questions:

1. Where is the liner manufactured?
2. Does the supplier and manufacturer have ISO quality accreditation?
3. Does the liner supplier have the expertise and facilities to support the end user?
4. What liner material best suits your crushing plant?
5. Does the liner manufacturer have the appropriate expertise?
6. Are liner test certificates available?
7. What should the end user look for in the test certificates?
8. What should the end user look for when receiving new liners?
9. What should the end user look for when examining worn liners?

WHERE IS THE LINER MANUFACTURED?
In excess of 95 per cent of cast manganese steel crusher wear liners are manufactured overseas and supplied to the Australian market through original equipment manufacturers outlets, third party suppliers and direct sales from the foundry through their Australian subsidiary company. Crushing Equipment Pty Ltd with offices in Perth, Brisbane and Melbourne is the subsidiary of the Scaw Metals Group, a division of Anglo American, comprising six foundries in South Africa with the capacity to produce over 5000 tonnes per month of cast manganese steel wear liners.

DOES THE SUPPLIER AND MANUFACTURER HAVE ISO QUALITY ACCREDITATION?
Repeatability and traceability are the key issues that relate to quality wear liner performance. It is expected of the manufacturer to produce a consistent product that will give the end user the confidence to make decisions based on consistent wear liner performance. Traceability is the responsibility of the supplier and manufacturer combined to provide for the end user to support the repeatability commitment.

DOES THE LINER SUPPLIER HAVE THE EXPERTISE AND SUPPORT FACILITIES?
It is important the supplier knows their product and can offer the correct wear parts for your crusher.
linen for each crusher and include advice that will assist the quarry manager with the decision for jaw liner profiles, cone liner wear face profiles, cone liner feed openings and liner material. The requirement for backup stock must also be considered should the quarry not be carrying spare liners. Crushing Equipment has the expertise in Western Australia, Victoria and Queensland, combined with the Scaw Foundry Group, to provide technical service to individual crushing plants across Australia. This is further supported with a large stock of wear liners for the common liner requirements and individual consignment stock agreements.

**WHAT LINER MATERIAL BEST SUITS YOUR CRUSHING PLANT?**

Manganese steel was invented by Sir Robert Hadfield in 1882 and was unique in that it combined high toughness and ductility with exceptional work-hardening capacity. The material developed for crusher wear liners contained around one per cent carbon (C), 11 per cent manganese (Mn) and the balance iron (Fe). This material was cast followed by heat treatment after initial cooling. The heat treatment process included heating to above 1000°C, to convert the brittle as-cast structure in weld areas or during other thermal processes and care should be taken to avoid this. The standard Hadfield austenitic manganese steel described in Australian Standard AS2074 Grade H1A remains the most reliable material for crusher wear liners. The material has a starting Brinell hardness of around 200 and the ability for the working surface to harden to above 500. With C above one per cent and Mn above 11 per cent, it is considered the best material for the crushing of high compressive strength rock. Increasing the carbon and manganese level does change material properties that can improve the wear life when crushing lower compressive strength rock, although the reduction in the liner fatigue resistance must be considered. Further changes explored include the addition of chromium that could be added at the customer’s request and this was included in the earlier versions of AS2074 first published as ASG22 (1969). Chromium (Cr) was removed from grade H1A in later editions of AS2074 due to the adverse impact on wear liner fatigue properties in high impact applications and replaced with the introduction of grade H1B that contains 1.5 per cent to 2.5 per cent Cr. This grade is not used for crusher wear liners without due consideration for the crushing environment.

Crushing Equipment has developed three grades of manganese steels with assistance from original equipment manufacturers and ongoing feedback from end users operating in a variety of crushing applications. There is evidence a liner can have up to double the wear life, changing from a standard manganese grade to a higher C-Mn grade when crushing a low compressive strength and high silica content material. At the same time, using the high C-Mn grades for high compressive strength rock can lead to premature failure before the liner reaches its expected life. The three primary grades include:

- **a. Grade 845**: Standard Hadfield manganese steel: 13 per cent Mn and 1.2 per cent C.
- **b. Grade 846**: 18 per cent high carbon manganese steel: 18 per cent Mn and 1.3 per cent C.
- **c. Grade 843**: 23 per cent XAlloy: 23 per cent Mn and 1.35 per cent C.

All the above manganese steel grades are generally covered by the relevant specifications in standards AS2074 Grade H1A, BS3100 Grade BW10, ASTM A128 Grade A and SABS 407 Grade 1, containing carbon levels ranging from one per cent to 1.35 per cent and manganese from 11 per cent. Carbon is the main element that will determine the life of the wear liner. As the carbon level is increased a corresponding increase in manganese is made to accommodate carbon in a fully austenitic material that will retain sufficient fatigue strength for the application. The high C-Mn grades give the best results compared to standard manganese when crushing the lower compressive strength and high silica content materials.

The quarry manager must do their homework before making a wear liner material change. Technicians at Crushing Equipment, with support from the Scaw Foundry Group, can provide the technical support required to assist with this decision.

**DOES THE LINER MANUFACTURER HAVE THE APPROPRIATE EXPERTISE?**

The manufacture of austenitic manganese steel is not just from a text book. Expertise has been established by a number of producers that have been developing their procedures in conjunction with their end users over many years. Many new suppliers have failed trying to introduce manganese casting manufacture into their traditional foundry operation without understanding the risks to final produce quality. Crushing Equipment have been producing manganese steel wear liners for over 50 years, supplying original equipment manufacturers and end users around the world.

---

**Manganese Content**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manganese Content %</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (MPa (Ksi))</th>
<th>Ductility %</th>
<th>Flow Under Impact %</th>
<th>Total Reduction in Height %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An indication of the change to mechanical properties in manganese steel with increased C and Mn.
ARE LINER TEST CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE?
A good test of a supplier’s commitment to their customers is the ability to provide test certificates. Crusher wear liners do not roll off an automatic assembly line and their manufacture to a consistent standard is important for the end user. The manufacturer must have procedures, practices and checks in place for this to occur and be able to support its commitment with relevant documentation in the form of test certificates.

Crushing Equipment is accredited under International Quality Standard ISO 9001: 2008 with the commitment to provide test reports on request and support its liner end users with a customer service report to assist with all issues raised.

WHAT SHOULD THE END USER LOOK FOR IN THE TEST CERTIFICATES?
Test certificates may be supplied for:

a. Chemistry.
b. Dimensional inspection.

Chemistry reports must include the main elements of carbon and manganese, along with residual elements that can occur as deliberate additions or unintentional additions from melting recycled scrap or a carry over from previous melts in the foundry. It is important that the supplier can explain the effects of the residual elements present and the relationship between carbon and manganese levels.

Dimensional inspection is important at the manufacturing stage to ensure the liner will fit the crusher. If not supplied with the liner, it should be available if requested.

Heat treatment reports can be subjective and the reporting of heat times and temperatures does not mean the material properties have been met. A simple check is the magnetic test. Austenitic manganese steel, only achieved with correct chemistry and heat treatment, is non-magnetic. This can be determined by holding a magnet to a surface of the liner where the surface oxidised layer has been removed by grinding one to two millimetres. An attraction to the magnet will indicate unsatisfactory heat treatment and should be investigated. Should subsequent cracking or premature failure occur, the cause can best be determined from a metallurgical examination.

WHAT SHOULD THE END USER LOOK FOR WHEN RECEIVING NEW LINERS?
New wear liners supplied for your crusher are usually supplied newly painted and packed for good presentation. An initial visual inspection is usually all that is possible and provided there are no surface imperfections present the liner is stored for later use. There are a number of simple checks that can be made:

a. Cone liners are manufactured as a casting in two sections, the inner surface and the outer surface. For a bowl liner, the inner surface is the crushing face and the outer surface is the fitting face and for the mantle, this is opposite. It is important that for each liner these surfaces are concentric and the best way to ensure this is for the manufacturer to machine both faces. This requires only a light skim on the large end wear face of each liner and for fine crushing is particularly relevant to obtain an accurate closed side setting at start-up.
b. The supplier part number and foundry cast number (or heat number) should be cast or at least stamped on a non-wearing surface of each liner and that number should match the delivery docket supplied with the liner. A supplier operating under a certified quality management system will have full traceability through all phases of manufacture through to liner disposal after use. Should a problem occur during the service life of the liner the end user must be in a position to refer back to test reports even if not requested with the initial supply.

d. Look for unexplained depressions in the liner wear surface. This may not be a wear concentration area but the result of internal casting shrinkage is exposed once the surface material is worn away. Manganese steel has greater than seven per cent (>7%) liquid to solid shrinkage that must be replaced by the controlled introduction of replacement feed metal during the casting process. The foundry can make significant manufacturing cost savings at the expense of the end user if this is not included.

There are many points to be considered when planning maintenance for your plant but in most cases the performance of the crusher stands out front when it comes to product consistency, output and cost per tonne. The quarry manager must use all available resources, internal and from suppliers, to achieve the best outcome.

Lew Dilkes is a qualified metallurgist with Crushing Equipment Pty Ltd.